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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention mainly relates to a wind-
ing drum adapted to rotate in contact with a package to
frictionally drive the package.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] There is conventionally known a winding device
adapted to rotationally drive a winding drum in contact
with a bobbin or a package to rotate the bobbin or the
package accompanying the rotation of the winding drum
and to wind a yarn. Japanese Patent Application Laid-
open No. H07-69533 (Patent Document 1), Japanese
Utility Model Application Laid-open No. H01-88680 (Pat-
ent Document 2), and Japanese Utility Model Application
Laid-open No. H03-53963 (Patent Document 3) disclose
this type of winding device.
[0003] A winding device mentioned as a conventional
art in Patent Document 1 is provided with an annular
rubber lining at a substantially center of a peripheral sur-
face of the winding drum in a slightly protruding manner
from the peripheral surface of the drum to drive a conical
package via the lining portion. Patent Document 1 de-
scribes that an object of such a configuration is to fix a
point (drive point) where the winding drum makes contact
with the conical package to drive the package. Since the
conical package has a conical shape, when the drive
point is located on a large-diameter side, the package is
driven slowly, and when the drive point is located on a
small-diameter side, the package is driven fast. Thus, if
a position of the drive point is unstable, a rotational speed
of the package is varied, causing destabilization in ten-
sion of the yarn to be wound. When the drive point is
fixed at a position where an average peripheral speed of
a peripheral speed on a large-diameter side and a pe-
ripheral speed on a small-diameter side of the conical
package is obtained, a difference in the peripheral speed
between the large-diameter side and the small-diameter
side is offset to some degree, and a winding tension of
a conical package as a whole can be made uniform.
[0004] Patent Document 2 discloses a friction roller as
a winding drum. Since the friction roller in Patent Docu-
ment 2 rotationally drives a conical package, an annular
friction rubber having an appropriate width is provided
on the friction roller. Accordingly, a drive point of the fric-
tion rubber and the conical package can be maintained
constant.
[0005] Patent Document 3 discloses a friction roller
adapted to rotationally drive a cheese package. A fric-
tional driving section having a large frictional coefficient
is formed at both ends of the frictional roller. The frictional
driving section is formed to make contact with the pack-
age. With this configuration, Patent Document 3 enables

high-speed winding and can achieve downsizing of a
winding device by generating a drive frictional force even
with a small contact area between the friction roller and
the package.
[0006] JPH0190759 U discloses a winding drum
adapted to rotate in contact with a package. Winding
drums are also disclosed in JPH0859076 A, JPS5199141
A, EP 0340440 A1 and DE 2720935 A1.
[0007] DE 2449242 A1 discloses a winding device ac-
cording to the preamble of claim 1.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] An object of the present invention is to provide
a winding drum that is capable of preventing a yarn break-
age at the end of the package.
[0009] This object is achieved by a winding drum ac-
cording to claim 1.
[0010] When driving a conical package, as Patent Doc-
uments 1 and 2, lining or a friction rubber is provided on
a winding drum so as to make contact with a position
around a center of the package to rotate the package
having a large-diameter portion and a small-diameter
portion at a stable speed. However, since a difference in
the peripheral speed is not required to be considered
when driving a cheese package, as Patent Document 3,
from a standpoint of sufficiently securing a drive force for
driving the package, the frictional driving section is pref-
erably provided to the friction roller to make contact with
both ends of the package where a yarn is turned and
density of the yarn is high.
[0011] However, even in a case where the cheese
package is wound by the friction roller as Patent Docu-
ment 3, a yarn breakage may occur at an end of the
package accompanying further speeding-up of yarn
winding in recent years.
[0012] According to a first aspect there is provided a
winding drum having the following configuration. The
winding drum is adapted to rotate in contact with a pack-
age to frictionally drive the package. The winding drum
includes a plurality of high-frictional portions. Each of the
plurality of high-frictional portions is provided with a fric-
tional surface adapted to form a portion of an outer pe-
ripheral surface of the winding drum. At least one of a
surface shape and a material of the frictional surface dif-
fers from other portion of the outer peripheral surface. A
frictional force of the frictional surface is higher than the
other portion. The frictional surface is arranged to make
contact with an inner portion of the package located in-
ward with respect to an end of the package.
[0013] Accordingly, even a heavy package can be
promptly shifted from a stop state to a high-speed rotation
state by being strongly driven with the high-frictional por-
tion. Since the frictional surface formed on the high fric-
tional portion is arranged to make contact with an inner
portion of the package located inward with respect to the
end of the package, even if irregular force is applied to
the yarn when the yarn is wound around either end of
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the package, the force can be easily released. Conse-
quently, a yarn breakage can be effectively prevented
from occurring at both ends of the package.
[0014] According to a second aspect there is provided
a winding drum having the following configuration. The
winding drum is adapted to rotate in contact with a cheese
package to frictionally drive the package. The winding
drum includes a high-frictional portion. The high-frictional
portion is provided with a frictional surface adapted to
form a portion of an outer peripheral surface of the wind-
ing drum. At least one of a surface shape and a material
of the frictional surface differs from other portion of the
outer peripheral surface. A frictional force of the frictional
surface is higher than the other portion. The frictional
surface is arranged to make contact with an inner portion
of the package located inward with respect to an end of
the package.
[0015] Accordingly, the cheese package can be
promptly driven by the high-frictional portion arranged so
as to avoid both ends of the package, and a yarn break-
age can be prevented from occurring at both ends of the
package.
[0016] According to a third aspect there is provided a
winding drum having the following configuration. The
winding drum is adapted to rotate in contact with a pack-
age to frictionally drive the package. The winding drum
includes a plurality of high-frictional portions. Each of the
plurality of high-frictional portions is provided with a fric-
tional surface adapted to form a portion of an outer pe-
ripheral surface of the winding drum. At least one of a
surface shape and a material of the frictional surface dif-
fers from other portion of the outer peripheral surface. A
frictional force of the frictional surface is higher than the
other portion. Among the frictional surfaces formed on
the plurality of high-frictional portions, an axial distance
between a point closest to one end of the winding drum
and a point closest to another end of the winding drum
is less than 152 millimeters.
[0017] Accordingly, for example, in a case of forming
a 6-inch package, even if irregular force is applied to a
yarn when the package is strongly and frictionally driven
by the high-frictional portion and the yarn is wound
around either end of the package, the force can be easily
released. Consequently, a yarn breakage can be effec-
tively prevented from occurring at both ends of the pack-
age.
[0018] The winding drum preferably has an axial length
of at least 152 millimeters.
[0019] Accordingly, for example, in a case of forming
a 6-inch package, when a yarn is wound around either
end of the package, the yarn is located on a surface other
than the frictional surface of the outer peripheral surface
of the winding drum. Thus, while preventing a yarn break-
age from occurring at both ends of the package, a shape
of the package can be stabilized.
[0020] In the winding drum, the frictional surface
formed on the high-frictional portion is preferably ar-
ranged so as to avoid a position that bisects the axial

length of the winding drum. In other words, the winding
drum, along its axial length, has a central portion (also
referred to as center or middle of the winding drum), and
the frictional surface formed on the high-frictional portion
is preferably arranged offset from the central portion of
the winding drum in a direction along the axial length of
the winding drum.
[0021] Accordingly, the frictional surface formed on the
high-frictional portion can be prevented from making con-
tact with, for example, a straight winding portion (a portion
where the yarn is wound without being traversed) that is
frequently formed around a center of the package in an
axial direction thereof, and thus an outer peripheral sur-
face of the package can be prevented from being disar-
ranged.
[0022] In the winding drum, the high-frictional portion
is preferably formed of rubber.
[0023] Accordingly, the package can be strongly rota-
tionally driven with a low-cost configuration.
[0024] In the winding drum, a concave and a recess
are preferably formed on the frictional surface formed on
the high-frictional portion.
[0025] Accordingly, since a frictional coefficient of the
frictional surface can be increased, the package can be
strongly and frictionally driven.
[0026] According to a fourth aspect there is provided
a winding device having the following configuration. The
winding device includes the above-described winding
drum and a traverse guide. The traverse guide is adapted
to traverse a spun yarn within a stroke including and larg-
er than an entire width of the frictional surface formed on
the high-frictional portion.
[0027] Accordingly, even if irregular force is applied to
the yarn when the yarn is guided to a position close to a
traverse end by the traverse guide, the force can be easily
released. Consequently, a yarn breakage can be effec-
tively prevented from occurring at both ends of the pack-
age.
[0028] The winding device preferably includes two
bobbin holding sections and a supporting section. The
bobbin holding sections are adapted to rotatably hold
ends of a bobbin for the cheese package. The supporting
section is adapted to support the bobbin holding sections.
[0029] Accordingly, a yarn breakage can be prevented
from occurring at both ends of the cheese package, and
a package with high quality can be produced.
[0030] According to a fifth aspect yarn winding ma-
chine preferably includes the above-described winding
device and a yarn accumulating device arranged up-
stream of the winding device in a yarn running direction
and adapted to absorb variation in tension of the yarn
between the yarn accumulating device and the winding
device.
[0031] Accordingly, variation in the tension accompa-
nying traverse of the yarn can be reduced by the yarn
accumulating device. Consequently, difference in hard-
ness between both ends and a central portion of the
formed package in an axial direction can be reduced.
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Thus, even when a position where the high-frictional por-
tion makes contact is an inner portion of the package
located inward with respect to both ends of the package,
the package can be strongly and frictionally driven.
[0032] In the yarn winding machine, the high-frictional
portion of the winding drum is preferably arranged so as
to avoid a position where the yarn is wound without being
traversed by a traverse guide immediately after start of
rotation of the winding drum.
[0033] Accordingly, since the high-frictional portion
can be prevented from making contact with a straight
winding portion and disarranging a yarn layer, a package
with higher quality can be produced.
[0034] The yarn winding machine preferably includes
a yarn supplying device, a yarn joining device, a first
catching and guiding member, and a second catching
and guiding member. The first catching and guiding
member is adapted to catch the yarn from the yarn sup-
plying device and to guide the caught yarn to the yarn
joining device. The second catching and guiding member
is adapted to catch the yarn from a package and to guide
the caught yarn to the yarn joining device.
[0035] Rotation of the package is required to be
stopped before performing yarn joining operation by the
yarn joining device, and rotation of the package is re-
quired to be restarted after the yarn joining operation.
With the above-described configuration, since the pack-
age can be shifted to a high-speed rotation state in a
short time by the high-frictional portion, production effi-
ciency of the package can be enhanced.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0036]

FIG. 1 is a front view illustrating an overall structure
of a fine spinning machine according to one embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a side view illustrating a spinning unit;
FIG. 3 is a plan view illustrating a structure of a wind-
ing drum;
FIG. 4 is a perspective view illustrating a winding
device when seen from a back side;
FIG. 5 is a perspective view illustrating a winding
drum of a first alternative embodiment;
FIG. 6 is a perspective view illustrating a winding
drum of a second example useful to understand the
present invention; and
FIG. 7 is an exploded view illustrating a winding drum
of a third example (which is an embodiment of the
invention).

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0037] Next, a fine spinning machine 1 according to
one embodiment of the present invention will be de-
scribed with reference to the accompanying drawings. In

the present specification, "upstream" and "downstream"
respectively indicate upstream and downstream in a run-
ning direction of a yarn at the time of spinning (at the time
of winding the yarn).
[0038] The fine spinning machine (a spinning machine,
a yarn winding machine) 1 illustrated in FIG. 1 includes
a plurality of spinning units (winding units) 2 arranged
side by side, a yarn joining vehicle 3, a blower box 4, and
a motor box 5.
[0039] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2, each of the spin-
ning units 2 includes as main components, a draft device
11, a spinning device (a yarn supplying device) 9, a yarn
slack eliminating device (a yarn accumulating device) 12,
and a winding device 7 arranged in this order from up-
stream towards downstream. The spinning unit 2 is
adapted to spin a fiber bundle 8 fed from the draft device
11 by the spinning device 9 to produce a spun yarn (a
yarn) 10, and to wind the spun yarn 10 by the winding
device 7 to form a package 80.
[0040] A sliver 15 as a material of the fiber bundle 8 is
supplied to the draft device 11 from a sliver case (not
illustrated) via a sliver guide. The draft device 11 includes
a plurality of draft rollers each of which is rotationally driv-
en, and a plurality of opposing rollers arranged to oppose
the draft rollers. The draft device 11 is adapted to stretch
(draft) the sliver 15 until a width thereof becomes a pre-
determined width to produce the fiber bundle 8 by sand-
wiching and transporting the sliver 15 between the draft
rollers and the opposing rollers.
[0041] The spinning device 9 is adapted to apply twists
to the fiber bundle 8 fed from the draft device 11 to pro-
duce the spun yarn 10. Although a detailed structure of
the spinning device 9 is not illustrated, the spinning de-
vice 9 of the present embodiment is a pneumatic-type
adapted to apply twists to the fiber bundle 8 using whirling
airflow.
[0042] The yarn slack eliminating device 12 is arranged
downstream of the spinning device 9. The yarn slack
eliminating device 12 has a function to apply predeter-
mined tension to the spun yarn 10 to draw the spun yarn
10 from the spinning device 9, a function to accumulate
the spun yarn 10 fed from the spinning device 9, for ex-
ample, when yarn joining operation is performed by the
yarn joining vehicle 3 to prevent the spun yarn 10 from
slackening, and a function to adjust tension such that
variation in the tension at downstream does not propa-
gate to the spinning device 9.
[0043] The yarn slack eliminating device 12 includes
a slack eliminating roller 21 and a yarn hooking member
22. The slack eliminating roller 21 is capable of accumu-
lating the spun yarn 10 by winding a certain amount of
the spun yarn 10 around an outer peripheral surface
thereof. The slack eliminating roller 21 is rotationally driv-
en by an electric motor 25 illustrated in FIG. 2. The yarn
hooking member 22 is arranged to be capable of hooking
the spun yarn 10 thereon and winding the spun yarn 10
around the outer peripheral surface of the slack eliminat-
ing roller 21 by integrally rotating with the slack eliminat-
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ing roller 21 while being engaged with the spun yarn 10.
[0044] The yarn hooking member 22 and the slack
eliminating roller 21 are connected by a resistance ap-
plying section (not illustrated) adapted to apply resist-
ance in an appropriate manner such as a magnetic or an
electric manner. The resistance applying section applies
an appropriate amount of resistance torque that opposes
rotation of the yarn hooking member 22 with respect to
the slack eliminating roller 21. Accordingly, a state in
which the yarn hooking member 22 is integrally rotated
with the slack eliminating roller 21 and a state in which
the yarn hooking member 22 is independently rotated
are appropriately switched in accordance with tension on
the spun yarn 10 hooked on the yarn hooking member
22. Consequently, variation in the tension of the spun
yarn 10 can be absorbed.
[0045] A yarn quality measuring device 52 is arranged
at a position between the spinning device 9 and the yarn
slack eliminating device 12. The spun yarn 10 produced
by the spinning device 9 passes the yarn quality meas-
uring device 52 before being wound by the yarn slack
eliminating device 12. The yarn quality measuring device
52 is adapted to monitor a thickness of the running spun
yarn 10 and to transmit a yarn defect detection signal to
a unit controller (a control section), which is not illustrated,
upon detection of a yarn defect in the spun yarn 10. The
yarn quality measuring device 52 may detect a presence
and/or an absence of a foreign substance in the spun
yarn 10 as a presence and/or an absence of the yarn
defect.
[0046] When receiving the yarn defect detection sig-
nal, the unit controller immediately cuts the spun yarn 10
by a cutter 57 and stops the draft device 11, the spinning
device 9, the winding device 7, and the like. The spun
yarn 10 may be cut by stopping spinning of the spinning
device 9. The unit controller then transmits a control sig-
nal to the yarn joining vehicle 3 and controls the yarn
joining vehicle 3 to run to the relevant spinning unit 2.
Subsequently, the unit controller again drives the draft
device 11, the spinning device 9, the winding device 7,
and the like, controls the yarn joining vehicle 3 to perform
yarn joining operation, and restarts winding of the pack-
age 80 in the relevant spinning unit 2 (the yarn joining
operation performed by the yarn joining vehicle 3 will be
described later in detail). At this time, after the spinning
device 9 has restarted spinning and before the winding
device 7 starts winding, the yarn slack eliminating device
12 accumulates the spun yarn 10 continuously fed from
the spinning device 9 around the slack eliminating roller
21 to remove a slack of the spun yarn 10.
[0047] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2, the yarn joining
vehicle 3 includes a splicer (a yarn joining device) 43, a
suction pipe (a first catching and guiding member) 44,
and a suction mouth (a second catching and guiding
member) 46. After a yarn breakage or a yarn cut has
occurred in a certain spinning unit 2, the yarn joining ve-
hicle 3 runs on a rail 41 to such a spinning unit 2 and
stops. As illustrated in FIG. 2, the suction pipe 44 swings

in an upper direction with an axis as a center, and sucks
and catches a yarn end fed from the spinning device 9.
The suction pipe 44 then swings in a lower direction with
the axis as the center and guides the caught yarn end to
the splicer 43. The suction mouth 46 swings in the lower
direction with an axis as a center, and sucks and catches
a yarn end from the package 80. The suction mouth 46
then swings in the upper direction with the axis as the
center and guides the caught yarn end to the splicer 43.
The splicer 43 performs yarn joining of the guided yarn
ends.
[0048] The winding device 7 includes a cradle (a sup-
porting section) 71, a bobbin holder (a holding section)
72, a winding drum 73, and a traverse device 74.
[0049] The cradle 71 is formed of a pair of arm mem-
bers that are long in a lengthwise direction. The cradle
71 is capable of supporting a bobbin 60 and the package
80.
[0050] A pair (two pieces) of the bobbin holders 72 is
attached to the cradle 71. The bobbin holders 72 respec-
tively hold ends of the bobbin 60 and are capable of ro-
tatably supporting the bobbin 60.
[0051] The winding drum 73 is a drum-shaped compo-
nent fixed to a drive shaft 79 provided to the fine spinning
machine 1. Drive force of an appropriate drive source (an
electric motor, for example) is transmitted to the drive
shaft 79. The winding drum 73 can frictionally drive the
bobbin 60 or the package 80 by being driven while being
in contact with an outer peripheral surface of the bobbin
60 or the package 80 supported by the cradle 71 (the
bobbin holders 72).
[0052] The traverse device 74 includes a traverse
guide 74a capable of guiding the spun yarn 10. By driving
the winding drum 73 while reciprocating the traverse
guide 74a by a drive means (not illustrated), the winding
device 7 rotates the package 80 in contact with the wind-
ing drum 73 and winds the spun yarn 10 while traversing.
[0053] A base portion of the cradle 71 is arranged
swingably about a support shaft 71a. An actuator (not
illustrated) is coupled to the cradle 71. By driving the ac-
tuator, a state in which the bobbin 60 or the package 80
is in contact with the winding drum 73 and a state in which
the bobbin 60 or the package 80 is located away from
the winding drum 73 can be switched. The winding device
7 is provided with a brake mechanism, which is not illus-
trated, and is capable of braking rotation of the package
80 located away from the winding drum 73.
[0054] Next, a detailed structure of the winding drum
73 provided in the winding device 7 will be described with
reference to FIG. 3.
[0055] The winding drum 73 of the present embodi-
ment is a cylindrical component having an outer periph-
eral surface that can make contact with the bobbin 60 or
the package 80. The winding drum 73 is formed such
that an entire length (an axial length) 73L thereof is longer
than a winding width 80W of the package 80. Specifically,
the fine spinning machine 1 of the present embodiment
is for so-called 6-inch winding. A stroke (hereinafter may
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be referred to as a traverse stroke) of the traverse guide
74a of the traverse device 74 is set to form the package
80 having the winding width 80W of 152 millimeters. The
entire length 73L of the winding drum 73 is longer than
the winding width 80W (152 millimeters).
[0056] The winding drum 73 includes a drum main
body 75 and a high-frictional portion 76.
[0057] The drum main body 75 is a cylindrical member
forming a large portion of the winding drum 73. The entire
length 73L of the winding drum 73 corresponds to an
entire length of the drum main body 75. The drum main
body 75 is fixed to the drive shaft 79. Thus, by driving
the drive shaft 79 by an electric motor or the like, for
example, the drum main body 75 can be rotationally driv-
en.
[0058] The high-frictional portion 76 is a ring-shaped
member formed of elastically deformable rubber. In the
present embodiment, a plurality of (two) high-frictional
portions 76 are arranged around an outer periphery of
the drum main body 75. A frictional surface 77, which is
an outer peripheral surface of the high-frictional portion
76, forms a portion of an outer peripheral surface of the
winding drum 73.
[0059] The frictional surface 77 formed on each of the
high-frictional portions 76 is adapted to slightly protrude
in a radial direction from an outer peripheral surface of
the drum main body 75. Thus, when bringing the winding
drum 73 into contact with the bobbin 60 or the package
80, the frictional surfaces 77 formed on the high-frictional
portions 76 make contact with the bobbin 60 or the pack-
age 80 stronger than an outer peripheral surface of a
portion of the drum main body 75 where the high-frictional
portion 76 is not arranged (there may be a case in which
only the frictional surfaces 77 of the high-frictional por-
tions 76 make contact with the bobbin 60 or the package
80 depending on hardness of the package 80, or the like).
With this configuration, the high-frictional portions 76 of
the winding drum 73 can further stably make contact with
the package 80.
[0060] The frictional surfaces 77 formed on the high-
frictional portions 76 are arranged so as to avoid making
contact with both ends of the package 80 in a winding
width direction. As illustrated in FIG. 3, the high-frictional
portions 76 are respectively arranged on a right side and
a left side of the winding drum 73 one by one. A left end
of the frictional surface 77 formed on the high-frictional
portion 76 on the left side is located at a position closer
to a center in the winding width direction than a left end
of the package 80. A right end of the frictional surface 77
formed on the high-frictional portion 76 on the right side
is located at a position closer to the center in the winding
width direction than a right end of the package 80.
[0061] Thus, in a case of the fine spinning machine 1
in which the winding width 80W is set to be 152 millime-
ters (that is, a distance between the left end and the right
end of the package 80 is 152 millimeters), an axial dis-
tance 76L from the left end of the high-frictional portion
76 on the left side of the winding drum 73 in FIG. 3 to the

right end of the high-frictional portion 76 on the right side
of the winding drum 73 is less than 152 millimeters. In
other words, among the frictional surfaces 77 formed on
the two high-frictional portions 76, the axial distance 76L
between a point closest to a left end of the winding drum
73 and a point closest to a right end of the winding drum
73 is less than 152 millimeters.
[0062] The "winding width" of the package 80 means
a winding width at the time of traversing and winding the
spun yarn 10 by the winding device 7. That is, in some
cases, a middle portion of a yarn layer of the package 80
is deformed to protrude outward due to great winding
tension of the spun yarn 10 after the package 80 has
been fully wound and doffed, but the "winding width" in
the present specification means a winding width not con-
sidering such a subsequent deformation.
[0063] Next, a structure for attaching the high-frictional
portions 76 to the drum main body 75 will be described.
The high-frictional portions 76 are fixed by being fitted
into ring-shaped groove portions 78 formed around the
outer periphery of the drum main body 75.
[0064] As illustrated in a cross-sectional portion of FIG.
3, the groove portions 78 are formed in the same width
as the high-frictional portions 76. The groove portions 78
are arranged to correspond to the number and attached
positions of the high-frictional portions 76.
[0065] The high-frictional portions 76 are formed into
a cylinder shape having a certain thickness. Inner diam-
eters of the high-frictional portions 76 are formed smaller
than an outer diameter of a portion of the drum main body
75, which has become small due to the groove portion
78 being formed. When the high-frictional portions 76
formed of rubber are attached to the groove portions 78
while being elastically deformed outward in a radial di-
rection, the high-frictional portions 76 are strongly fixed
to the groove portions 78 of the drum main body 75 by
restoring force that acts inward in the radial direction.
Consequently, without using a fixing means such as an
adhesive or the like, the high-frictional portions 76 and
the drum main body 75 can be integrally rotated without
slipping from each other.
[0066] The thicknesses of the high-frictional portions
76 are formed slightly larger than depths of the groove
portions 78 of the winding drum 73. Accordingly, the fric-
tional surfaces 77 formed on the high-frictional portions
76 attached to the groove portions 78 of the drum main
body 75 can be slightly protruded from the outer periph-
eral surface of the drum main body 75.
[0067] In the present embodiment, the high-frictional
portions 76 are formed of rubber. Knurling processing is
performed on the frictional surfaces 77 formed on the
high-frictional portions 76, and a minute concave and a
minute recess are formed to increase a friction coeffi-
cient. In such a manner, the package 80 can be driven
with greatly secured frictional force generated between
the high-frictional portions 76 and the package 80. Thus,
when driving the package 80 by the high-frictional por-
tions 76, even a heavy nearly fully-wound package 80
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can be promptly shifted from a stop state to a high-speed
rotation state.
[0068] If a period of time from when the package 80
starts rotating from a stopped state and until when the
package 80 reaches a predetermined rotational speed
can be reduced in the winding device 7, productivity of
the package 80 can be advantageously improved. In par-
ticular, since the fine spinning machine 1 of the present
embodiment interrupts winding upon detection of a yarn
defect by the yarn quality measuring device 52 and re-
starts the winding after the yarn defect has been removed
and yarn joining operation has been performed, stop and
restart of winding in the winding device 7 may be fre-
quently repeated. Thus, prompt shift from a rotation stop
state to a normal rotational speed is essential to improve
productivity.
[0069] Reduction in the period of time required until
the package 80 is shifted from the stop state to the high-
speed rotation state is preferable also to reduce straight
winding of the package 80 and to enhance quality of the
package 80. The straight winding means that the spun
yarn 10 is not traversed and is wound around a same
portion. That is, when the spun yarn 10 is started being
wound around an empty bobbin 60 or when interrupted
winding is restarted, first, rotation of the bobbin 60 or the
package 80 is started under a state in which the spun
yarn 10 is not hooked on the traverse guide 74a, and the
spun yarn 10 is wound without being traversed (for ex-
ample, around a position close to the center in the winding
width of the package 80). After a rotational speed of the
bobbin 60 or the package 80 has become sufficiently
high, traverse of the spun yarn 10 is started. A reason
for delaying start of the traverse of the spun yarn 10 is
that since tension of the spun yarn 10 is unstable under
a state where the rotational speed of the bobbin 60 or
the package 80 is insufficient, the spun yarn 10 may not
be engaged with the traverse guide 74a or winding cannot
be performed due to the spun yarn 10 being entangled
with the traverse guide 74a. Thus, the straight winding
is formed while the rotational speed of the bobbin 60 or
the package 80 has not reached the normal rotational
speed, but the straight winding decreases quality of the
package 80. Since the winding drum 73 of the present
embodiment includes the high-frictional portions 76, the
bobbin 60 or the package 80 can be promptly shifted from
the rotation stop state to a normal rotational state. Con-
sequently, the package 80 having less straight winding
and high quality can be produced.
[0070] Next, a layout of the high-frictional portions 76
in relation to the traverse stroke of the traverse guide 74a
will be described with reference to FIG. 4.
[0071] The traverse guide 74a is driven and recipro-
cated within a predetermined traverse stroke 74W illus-
trated in FIG. 4. The winding device 7 winds the spun
yarn 10 around the outer peripheral surface of the rotating
package 80 while traversing the spun yarn 10. As illus-
trated in FIG. 4, in the winding device 7 of the present
embodiment, the traverse stroke 74W of the traverse

guide 74a includes and is larger than a width from an
outermost end on one side to an outermost end on an-
other side in an axial direction in which the high-frictional
portions 76 (the frictional surfaces 77) of the winding
drum 73 are arranged. If description is made with refer-
ence to a direction in FIG. 4, an end on a left side of the
traverse stroke 74W of the traverse guide 74a is located
further to the left of the left end of the high-frictional portion
76 on the left side of the winding drum 73, and an end
on a right side of the traverse stroke 74W is located further
to the right of the right end of the high-frictional portion
76 on the right side.
[0072] The traverse stroke 74W of the traverse guide
74a includes and is larger than an entire width (a length
corresponding to the axial distance 76L in FIG. 3) of the
frictional surfaces 77 formed on the plurality of high-fric-
tional portions 76. Accordingly, the spun yarn 10 can be
wound around the package 80 while being traversed so
as to pass over contact portions of the high-frictional por-
tions 76 of the winding drum 73 and the package 80.
[0073] The spun yarn 10 is wound in a zig-zag manner
while being turned at both ends of the winding width of
the package 80 by being traversed by the traverse guide
74a. As described in Patent Document 3, in a case where
a frictional driving section is arranged to make contact
with both ends of a package, a yarn is turned while re-
ceiving strong friction or restriction between the frictional
driving section and the package. Thus, an assumption is
made that in a configuration of Patent Document 3, when
some irregular force is applied to the yarn around a turn-
ing point, a yarn breakage is likely to occur since the force
is difficult to be released from the yarn.
[0074] In the winding device 7 of the present embodi-
ment, a traverse width of the traverse guide 74a is formed
to be larger than a width of a region where the high-fric-
tional portions 76 of the winding drum 73 are arranged.
The high-frictional portions 76 of the winding drum 73 are
arranged in relation to the traverse stroke 74W of the
traverse guide 74a such that the high-frictional portions
76 do not make contact with both ends of the package
80. Accordingly, since the spun yarn 10 around the turn-
ing point can be prevented from making contact with the
high-frictional portions 76 of the winding drum 73, even
if irregular force is applied to the spun yarn 10, the force
can be easily deflected by the spun yarn 10 being de-
formed or the like as required. Consequently, a yarn
breakage of the spun yarn 10 around the ends of the
traverse stroke 74W can be effectively prevented.
[0075] Tendency of hardness of the package 80 in an
axial direction thereof will be described. Typically, tension
of the spun yarn 10 when the traverse guide 74a is located
at an end of the traverse stroke 74W is greater than when
the traverse guide 74a is located at a center thereof since
a yarn path of the spun yarn 10 is longer. At both ends
of the package 80, density of the spun yarn 10 is high
since the spun yarn 10 is turned. Accordingly, the pack-
age 80 is harder at the both ends in the axial direction
than the center. Thus, an assumption is made that with
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a layout in which the frictional driving section is made
into contact with hardened both ends of the package as
disclosed in Patent Document 3, a package can be
strongly rotated.
[0076] In the present embodiment, the high-frictional
portions 76 are arranged to make contact with not both
ends of the package 80, but positions slightly close to
the center. Since the fine spinning machine 1 of the
present embodiment is provided with the yarn slack elim-
inating device 12, variation in tension of the spun yarn
10 between a center and ends of the traverse stroke 74W
can be favorably reduced by the yarn slack eliminating
device 12. Consequently, difference in hardness that oc-
curs between the center and both ends of the winding
width of the package 80 can be reduced. Thus, even
when the high-frictional portions 76 are made into contact
with not both ends of the package 80, but the portions
slightly close to the center and are driven, favorable drive
force can be obtained.
[0077] Next, a relation of arrangement of the high-fric-
tional portions 76 and straight winding will be described
while comparing a first alternative embodiment illustrated
in FIG. 5 and a configuration in FIG. 4. In FIG. 5, illustra-
tion of the traverse guide 74a is omitted for convenience
of description. In the following description of alternative
embodiments, the same reference numerals are denoted
on the same members as or similar members with the
above-described embodiment, and description may be
omitted.
[0078] In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 4, two
high-frictional portions 76 are provided, but as illustrated
in a winding drum 73x of the first alternative embodiment
in FIG. 5, the high-frictional portion 76 may be further
provided to a substantially central position in the winding
width (the traverse stroke 74W) of the package 80. The
high-frictional portion 76 at the central position is ar-
ranged at a position that bisects the axial length of the
winding drum 73. In the winding drum 73x having such
a configuration also, a yarn breakage of the spun yarn
10 around the ends of the traverse stroke 74W can be
prevented.
[0079] In the winding drum 73 in FIG. 4, the high-fric-
tional portions 76 are arranged so as to avoid a position
around the central position (a position where straight
winding is performed) in the winding width of the package
80. Accordingly, since straight winding is stably per-
formed, quality of the package 80 can be improved.
[0080] As described above, the winding drum 73 of the
winding device 7 in the fine spinning machine 1 of the
present embodiment rotates in contact with the package
80 to frictionally drive the package 80. The winding drum
73 includes the plurality of high-frictional portions 76.
Each of the plurality of high-frictional portions 76 is pro-
vided with the frictional surface 77 that forms a portion
of the outer peripheral surface of the winding drum 73.
A surface shape and a material of the frictional surfaces
77 differ from the drum main body 75 such that the fric-
tional surfaces 77 have a frictional force higher than other

portion (the outer peripheral surface of the drum main
body 75). Both of the high-frictional portions 76 are ar-
ranged such that the frictional surfaces 77 make contact
with inner portions of the package 80 located inward with
respect to ends of the package 80.
[0081] Accordingly, even a heavy package 80 can be
promptly shifted from the stop state to the high-speed
rotation state by being strongly driven with the high-fric-
tional portions 76. Furthermore, since the frictional sur-
faces 77 formed on the high-frictional portions 76 are
arranged to make contact with the inner portions of the
package 80 located inward with respect to the ends of
the package 80, even if irregular force is applied to the
spun yarn 10 when the spun yarn 10 is wound around
either end of the package 80, the force can be easily
released. Consequently, a yarn breakage can be effec-
tively prevented from occurring at both ends of the pack-
age 80.
[0082] In the winding drum 73 of the present embodi-
ment, among the frictional surfaces 77 formed on the
plurality of high-frictional portions 76, the axial distance
76L between the point closest to one end of the winding
drum 73 and the point closest to another end of the wind-
ing drum 73 is less than 152 millimeters. 152 millimeters
is one example of the winding width 80W of the package
80.
[0083] Accordingly, in a case of forming a 6-inch pack-
age 80, even if irregular force is applied to the spun yarn
10 when the package 80 is strongly and frictionally driven
by the high-frictional portions 76 and the spun yarn 10 is
wound around either end of the package 80, the force
can be easily released. Consequently, a yarn breakage
can be effectively prevented from occurring at both ends
of the package 80.
[0084] The winding drum 73 of the present embodi-
ment has the axial length of at least 152 millimeters.
[0085] Accordingly, when the spun yarn 10 is wound
around either end of the 6-inch package 80, the spun
yarn 10 is located on a surface other than the frictional
surfaces 77 of the outer peripheral surface of the winding
drum 73. Thus, while preventing a yarn breakage from
occurring at both ends of the package 80, a shape of the
package 80 can be stabilized.
[0086] In the winding drum 73 of the present embodi-
ment, the frictional surfaces 77 formed on the high-fric-
tional portions 76 are arranged so as to avoid the position
that bisects the axial length of the winding drum 73. In
other words, the winding drum, along its axial length, has
a central portion (also referred to as center or middle of
the winding drum), and the frictional surface formed on
the high-frictional portion is arranged offset from the cen-
tral portion of the winding drum in a direction along the
axial length of the winding drum.
[0087] Accordingly, the frictional surfaces 77 formed
on the high-frictional portions 76 can be prevented from
making contact with a straight winding portion that is fre-
quently formed around the center of the package 80 in
the axial direction thereof (the straight winding portion
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generally makes contact with the center of the winding
drum 73 in its axial direction), and thus the outer periph-
eral surface of the package 80 can be prevented from
being disarranged.
[0088] In the winding drum 73 of the present embodi-
ment, the high-frictional portions 76 are formed of rubber.
[0089] Accordingly, the package 80 can be strongly
driven and rotated with a low-cost configuration.
[0090] In the winding drum 73 of the present configu-
ration, a concave and a recess are formed on the frictional
surfaces 77 formed on the high-frictional portions 76.
[0091] Accordingly, since the frictional coefficient of
the frictional surfaces 77 can be increased, the package
80 can be strongly and frictionally driven.
[0092] The winding device 7 of the fine spinning ma-
chine 1 of the present embodiment includes the winding
drum 73 and the traverse guide 74a. The traverse guide
74a traverses the spun yarn 10 within a stroke including
and larger than the entire width of the frictional surfaces
77 formed on the (plurality of) high-frictional portions 76.
[0093] Accordingly, even if irregular force is applied to
the spun yarn 10 when the spun yarn 10 is guided to a
position close to a traverse end by the traverse guide
74a, the force can be easily released. Consequently, a
yarn breakage can be effectively prevented from occur-
ring at both ends of the package 80.
[0094] The winding device 7 of the present embodi-
ment includes two bobbin holders 72 and the cradle 71.
The bobbin holders 72 rotatably hold the ends of the bob-
bin 60 for a cheese package. The cradle 71 supports the
bobbin holders 72. The cheese package means a pack-
age formed by a yarn being wound around a cylindrical
bobbin (core tube).
[0095] Accordingly, a yarn breakage can be prevented
from occurring at both ends of a cheese package 80, and
the package 80 with high quality can be produced.
[0096] The fine spinning machine 1 of the present em-
bodiment includes the winding device 7 and the yarn
slack eliminating device 12. The yarn slack eliminating
device 12 is arranged upstream of the winding device 7
in a yarn running direction. The yarn slack eliminating
device 12 absorbs variation in tension of the spun yarn
10 between the yarn slack eliminating device 12 and the
winding device 7.
[0097] Accordingly, variation in tension accompanying
traverse of the spun yarn 10 can be reduced by the yarn
slack eliminating device 12. Consequently, difference in
hardness between both ends and the central portion of
the package 80 in the axial direction can be reduced.
Thus, even when positions where the high-frictional por-
tions 76 make contact are inner portions of the package
80 located inward with respect to both ends of the pack-
age 80, the package 80 can be strongly and frictionally
driven.
[0098] In the fine spinning machine 1 of the present
embodiment, the high-frictional portions 76 of the winding
drum 73 are arranged so as to avoid the position where
the spun yarn 10 is wound without being traversed by

the traverse guide 74a immediately after start of rotation
of the winding drum 73.
[0099] Accordingly, since the high-frictional portions
76 can be prevented from making contact with a straight
winding portion and disarranging a yarn layer, improve-
ment in quality of the package 80 can be realized.
[0100] The fine spinning machine 1 of the present em-
bodiment includes the spinning device 9, the splicer 43,
the suction pipe 44, and the suction mouth 46. The suc-
tion pipe 44 catches the spun yarn 10 from the spinning
device 9 and guides the caught spun yarn 10 to the splicer
43. The suction mouth 46 catches the spun yarn 10 from
the package 80 and guides the caught spun yarn 10 to
the splicer 43.
[0101] Accordingly, in the fine spinning machine 1, for
example, after the spun yarn 10 has been cut upon de-
tection of a yarn defect or after a yarn breakage has oc-
curred, the spun yarn 10 can be caught and yarn joining
can be performed. In the fine spinning machine 1, rotation
of the package 80 needs to be stopped in the winding
device 7 to perform yarn joining operation by the splicer
43, and the rotation of the package 80 needs to be re-
started after the yarn joining operation. With the above-
described configuration, since the package 80 can be
shifted to the high-speed rotation state in a short time by
the high-frictional portions 76, production efficiency of
the package 80 can be enhanced.
[0102] Next, a second example useful to understand
the invention will be described with reference to FIG. 6.
In a winding drum 73y of the second example, merely
one high-frictional portion 76x is arranged at one end of
the package 80. The high-frictional portion 76x is ar-
ranged between one end and the central portion of the
winding width of the package 80. A width of the high-
frictional portion 76x is formed larger than the high-fric-
tional portion 76 of the winding drum 73 illustrated in FIG.
4 to strongly drive the package 80. Accordingly, the wind-
ing drum 73y that can prevent a yarn breakage from oc-
curring at both ends of the package 80 with a small
number of components can be provided. In terms of sta-
bly maintaining parallelism between a rotational axis of
the winding drum 73 and a rotational axis of the package
80 and smoothly rotating the package 80, two high-fric-
tional portions 76 are preferably arranged in a symmetric
manner as illustrated in FIG. 4.
[0103] As described above, the winding drum 73y of
the present example is adapted to rotate in contact with
the cheese package 80 to frictionally drive the package
80. The winding drum 73y includes the high-frictional por-
tion 76x. The high-frictional portion 76x is provided with
the frictional surface 77 that forms a portion of an outer
peripheral surface of the winding drum 73y. A surface
shape and a material of the frictional surface 77 differ
from other portion of the outer peripheral surface such
that a frictional force of the frictional surface 77 is higher
than the other portion. The high-frictional portion 76x is
arranged such that the frictional surface 77 makes con-
tact with an inner portion of the package 80 located in-
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ward with respect to an end of the package 80.
[0104] Accordingly, the cheese package 80 can be
promptly driven by the high-frictional portion 76x ar-
ranged so as to avoid both ends of the package 80, and
a yarn breakage can be prevented from occurring at both
ends of the package 80.
[0105] Next, a third example (which is an embodiment
of the present invention) will be described with reference
to FIG. 7. A winding drum 73z of the present is formed
of a plurality of components divided in an axial direction
thereof. Specifically, the winding drum 73z includes two
high-frictional portions 76y, a first drum body 81, and two
second drum bodies 82.
[0106] The high-frictional portions 76y are formed into
a short cylindrical shape with a material such as resin
and the like, and knurling processing is performed on the
frictional surfaces 77 that are outer peripheral surfaces
of the high-frictional portions 76y. Both ends of the high-
frictional portions 76y in the axial direction are formed
into a saw-teeth shape.
[0107] The first drum body 81 is formed into a cylindri-
cal shape with a material such as resin and the like, and
is arranged to be sandwiched between the high-frictional
portions 76y. Both ends of the first drum body 81 in the
axial direction are formed into a saw-teeth shape to cor-
respond to the saw-teeth-shaped portions of the high-
frictional portions 76y.
[0108] The second drum bodies 82 are formed into a
cylindrical shape with the same material as the first drum
body 81 and are respectively arranged at positions cor-
responding to ends of the winding drum 73z. Ends on
inner sides of the second drum bodies 82 in the axial
direction are formed into a saw-teeth shape to corre-
spond to the saw-teeth-shaped portions of the high-fric-
tional portions 76y.
[0109] With this configuration, the second drum body
82, the high-frictional portion 76y, the first drum body 81,
the high-frictional portion 76y, and the second drum body
82 are arranged in this order from one end in the axial
direction. By engaging a saw-teeth-shaped end of every
member with each other, every member is coupled in a
relatively unrotatable manner. In such a manner, the
winding drum 73z is formed.
[0110] The winding drum 73z of the present alternative
embodiment is advantageous in terms of a feature in
which the spun yarn 10 is unlikely to enter into grooves
formed in border portions since the border portions be-
tween the high-frictional portions 76y and other portions
are a zigzag shape. A change in the winding width of the
package 80 can be easily handled by preparing a plurality
of first drum bodies 81 having different lengths and by
replacing them as necessary.
[0111] Although preferable embodiment and alterna-
tive embodiments of the present invention have been de-
scribed, the above-described configuration may be mod-
ified as follows, for example.
[0112] A frictional force of the frictional surface 77 may
be increased with respect to other portion, for example,

by increasing the frictional coefficient of the frictional sur-
face 77 with unevenness treatment such as knurling
processing or the like that forms a concave and a recess
on the frictional surface 77.
[0113] The knurling processing does not necessarily
need to be performed on the frictional surface 77 in par-
ticular. The same knurling processing may be performed
on both of the frictional surface 77 and other portion (for
example, each outer peripheral surface of the drum main
body 75, the first drum body 81, or the second drum body
82). In these cases, a frictional force of the high-frictional
portion 76 can be increased with respect to the other
portion by respectively forming the drum main body 75
and the high-frictional portion 76 with resin and rubber.
[0114] A method for fixing the high-frictional portions
76, 76x, 76y is not limited to using the groove portion 78
or a sew-teeth-shaped portion, and an adhesive and/or
a screw, for example, may be used.
[0115] The present invention is not limited to so-called
6-inch winding, and may be applied to a winding drum
for 3-inch winding or 4-inch winding, or a winding drum
to form a package having a large winding width exceeding
6-inch winding. In other words, application of the present
invention is not precluded even to a winding drum and a
winding device to form a package wound with a traverse
width other than 152 millimeters. Even in this case, a
high-frictional portion may be arranged such that a fric-
tional surface formed on the high-frictional portion makes
contact with an inner portion of a package located inward
with respect to an end of the package or an entire width
of the frictional surface is within a stroke of a traverse
guide.
[0116] The traverse device 74 described in the above-
described embodiment reciprocates the traverse guide
74a at a position where a certain degree of gap is formed
with respect to both of the outer peripheral surface of the
winding drum 73 and the outer peripheral surface of the
package 80 to avoid colliding with a component and the
like in proximity. Thus, a distance between a position
where the spun yarn 10 is engaged with the traverse
guide 74a and a position where the spun yarn 10 makes
contact with the outer peripheral surface of the winding
drum 73 or the package 80 cannot be zero. In the follow-
ing description, the distance is referred to as a free length.
When the free length is long, a space where traverse by
the traverse guide 74a is absorbed by deformation of the
spun yarn 10 is increased. Thus, even when a traverse
stroke is same, a winding width of the package 80 formed
when the free length is long is smaller than a winding
width of the package 80 formed when the free length is
short. Due to such a condition of the free length, even
when the traverse stroke is set to 152 millimeters or more,
the winding width of the package 80 may be narrower
than 152 millimeters. In this case, the high-frictional por-
tion 76 (76x, 76y) may be arranged such that the frictional
surface 77 makes contact with a further inner portion of
the package 80 with respect to the winding width narrow-
er than 152 millimeters.
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[0117] The winding width of the package 80 is not nec-
essarily constant from start of winding of the spun yarn
10 around the bobbin 60 until the package 80 becomes
nearly fully-wound. For example, under an initial state in
which the spun yarn 10 is started being wound around
the bobbin 60, the package 80 is hard due to a thin yarn
layer, but when the winding proceeds and the yarn layer
becomes thick, the package 80 may become soft. Then,
a point where the winding drum 73 and the package 80
substantially make contact with each other is gradually
moved upstream or downstream as winding proceeds,
and the free length may be varied accompanying the
movement and influence the winding width. In this man-
ner, the winding width of the package 80 may be varied
depending on a situation from start of winding until a fully-
wound package is obtained. The high-frictional portion
76 (76x, 76y) is preferably arranged to make contact with
an inner portion of the package 80 located inward with
respect to a width of the package 80 of when the winding
width of the package 80 is narrowest.
[0118] In the above-described embodiment, the spun
yarn 10 is drawn from the spinning device 9 by the yarn
slack eliminating device 12. However, without being lim-
ited thereto, the spun yarn 10 may be drawn by a delivery
roller and a nip roller arranged downstream of the spin-
ning device 9, and the drawn spun yarn 10 may be ac-
cumulated by the yarn slack eliminating device 12 located
downstream.
[0119] A winding drum and a winding device of the
present invention are not limited to a spinning machine
such as a fine spinning machine or the like, and may be
widely applied, for example, to a yarn winding machine
such as an automatic winder provided with a yarn sup-
plying device in which a yarn supplying bobbin with a
yarn wound therearound can be set.

Claims

1. A winding device (7) comprising:

a traverse guide (74a) adapted to traverse a yarn
(10); and
a winding drum (73; 73x; 73z) adapted to rotate
in contact with a cheese package (80) to friction-
ally drive the package (80), the winding drum
(73; 73x; 73z) comprising:

two high-frictional portions (76) each
formed of rubber or resin and provided with
a frictional surface (77) adapted to form a
portion of an outer peripheral surface of the
winding drum (73; 73x; 73z), wherein at
least one of a surface shape and a material
of the frictional surface (77) differs from the
other portion (75) of the outer peripheral sur-
face, a frictional force of the frictional sur-
face (77) is higher than the frictional force

of the other portion (75), and the frictional
surface (77) is arranged to make contact
with an inner portion of the package (80)
located inward with respect to an end of the
package (80), characterized in that the
high-frictional portions (76) of the winding
drum (73; 73x; 73z) are arranged so as to
avoid contact with both ends of the package
in a winding width direction and so as to
avoid a position close to the centre in the
winding width of the package where a yarn
(10) is wound without being traversed by
the traverse guide (74a) immediately after
start of rotation of the winding drum (73; 73x;
73z) and in that the traverse stroke of the
traverse guide (74a) is set to include and to
be larger than an axial distance from the left
end of the high-frictional portion (76) on the
left side of the winding drum (73; 73x; 73z)
to the right end of the high-frictional portion
(76) on the right side of the winding drum
(73; 73x; 73z).

2. The winding device (7) according to claim 1, wherein
among the frictional surfaces (77) formed on the two
high-frictional portions (76), an axial distance (76L)
between a point closest to one end of the winding
drum (73; 73x; 73z) and a point closest to another
end of the winding drum (73; 73x; 73z) is less than
152 millimeters.

3. The winding device (7) according to any one of the
preceding claims, the winding drum having an axial
length (73L) of at least 152 millimeters.

4. The winding device (7) according to any one of the
preceding claims, wherein the frictional surfaces (77)
formed on the high-frictional portions (76) are ar-
ranged by avoiding a position that bisects an axial
length (73L).

5. The winding device (7) according to any one of the
preceding claims, wherein a concave and a recess
are formed on the frictional surfaces (77) formed on
the high-frictional portions (76).

6. The winding device (7) according to any of the pre-
ceding claims, further comprising:

two bobbin holding sections (72) adapted to ro-
tatably hold ends of a bobbin (60) for the cheese
package (80); and
a supporting section (71) adapted to support the
bobbin holding sections (72).

7. A yarn winding machine (1) comprising:

the winding device (7) according to any one of
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the preceding claims; and
a yarn accumulating device (12) arranged up-
stream of the winding device (7) in a yarn running
direction, and adapted to absorb variation in ten-
sion of the yarn (10) between the yarn accumu-
lating device (12) and the winding device (7).

8. The yarn winding machine (1) according to claim 7,
comprising:

a yarn supplying device (9);
a yarn joining device (43);
a first catching and guiding member (44) adapt-
ed to catch the yarn (10) from the yarn supplying
device (9) and to guide the caught yarn (10) to
the yarn joining device (43); and
a second catching and guiding member (46)
adapted to catch the yarn (10) from the package
(80) and to guide the caught yarn (10) to the
yarn joining device (43).

Patentansprüche

1. Eine Wickelvorrichtung (7), die folgende Merkmale
aufweist:

eine Traversierführung (74a), die angepasst ist,
um ein Garn (10) zu traversieren; und
eine Wickeltrommel (73; 73x; 73z), die ange-
passt ist, um sich in Kontakt mit einem Zylinder-
spulengehäuse (80) zu drehen, um das Gehäu-
se (80) reibungsmäßig anzutreiben, wobei die
Wickeltrommel (73; 73x; 73z) folgende Merkma-
le aufweist:

zwei Hochreibungsabschnitte (76), die je-
weils aus Gummi oder Harz gebildet und
mit einer Reibungsoberfläche (77) verse-
hen sind, die angepasst sind, um einen Ab-
schnitt einer Außenumfangsoberfläche der
Wickeltrommel (73; 73x; 73z) zu bilden, wo-
bei sich eine Oberflächenform und/oder ein
Material der Reibungsoberfläche (77) von
dem anderen Abschnitt (75) der Außenum-
fangsoberfläche unterscheiden, eine Rei-
bungskraft der Reibungsoberfläche (77)
größer ist als die Reibungskraft des ande-
ren Abschnitts (75) und die Reibungsober-
fläche (77) angeordnet ist, um Kontakt zu
einem Innenabschnitt des Gehäuses (80)
herzustellen, der in Bezug auf ein Ende des
Gehäuses (80) nach innen angeordnet ist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Hoch-
reibungsabschnitte (76) der Wickeltrommel
(73; 73x; 73z) so angeordnet sind, dass sie
einen Kontakt mit beiden Enden des Ge-
häuses in einer Wickelbreitenrichtung ver-

meiden und eine Position nahe an der Mitte
in der Wickelbreite des Gehäuses vermei-
den, wo ein Garn (10) unmittelbar nach ei-
nem Start einer Drehung der Wickeltrom-
mel (73; 73x; 73z) gewickelt wird, ohne
durch die Traversierführung (74a) traver-
siert zu werden, und dadurch, dass der Tra-
vershub der Traversierführung (74a) einge-
stellt ist, um eine axiale Entfernung von dem
linken Ende des Hochreibungsabschnitts
(76) an der linken Seite der Wickeltrommel
(73; 73x; 73z) zu dem rechten Ende des
Hochreibungsabschnitts (76) an der rech-
ten Seite der Wickeltrommel (73; 73x; 73z)
zu umfassen und größer zu sein als diesel-
be.

2. Die Wickelvorrichtung (7) gemäß Anspruch 1, bei
der unter den Reibungsoberflächen (77), die an den
beiden Hochreibungsabschnitten (76) gebildet sind,
eine axiale Entfernung (76L) zwischen einem Punkt,
der am nächsten an einem Ende der Wickeltrommel
(73; 73x; 73z) ist, und einem Punkt, der am nächsten
an einem anderen Ende der Wickeltrommel (73; 73x;
73z) ist, kleiner als 152 Millimeter ist.

3. Die Wickelvorrichtung (7) gemäß einem der vorhe-
rigen Ansprüche, wobei die Wickeltrommel eine axi-
ale Länge (73L) von zumindest 152 Millimetern auf-
weist.

4. Die Wickelvorrichtung (7) gemäß einem der vorhe-
rigen Ansprüche, bei der die Reibungsoberflächen
(77), die an den Hochreibungsabschnitten (76) ge-
bildet sind, so angeordnet sind, indem eine Position
vermieden wird, die eine axiale Länge (73L) halbiert.

5. Die Wickelvorrichtung (7) gemäß einem der vorhe-
rigen Ansprüche, bei der eine Auswölbung und eine
Ausnehmung an den Reibungsoberflächen (77) ge-
bildet sind, die an den Hochreibungsabschnitten (76)
gebildet sind.

6. Die Wickelvorrichtung (7) gemäß einem der vorhe-
rigen Ansprüche, die ferner folgende Merkmale auf-
weist:

zwei Spulenhalteteile (72), die angepasst sind,
um Enden einer Spule (60) für das Zylinderspu-
lengehäuse (80) drehbar zu halten; und
einen Trageteil (71), der angepasst ist, um die
Spulenhalteteile (72) zu tragen.

7. Eine Garnwickelmaschine (1), die folgende Merkma-
le aufweist:

eine Wickelvorrichtung (7) gemäß einem der
vorherigen Ansprüche; und
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eine Garnsammeivorrichtung (12), die in einer
Garniaufrichtung vor der Wickelvorrichtung (7)
angeordnet ist und angepasst ist, um eine Va-
riation einer Spannung des Garns (10) zwischen
der Garnsammeivorrichtung (12) und der Wi-
ckelvorrichtung (7) zu absorbieren.

8. Die Garnwickelmaschine (1) gemäß Anspruch 7, die
folgende Merkmale aufweiset

eine Garnzuführvorrichtung (9);
eine Garnaneinanderfügungsvorrichtung (43);
ein erstes Einfang- und Führungsbauteil (44),
das angepasst ist, um das Garn (10) von der
Garnzuführvorrichtung (9) einzufangen und das
eingefangene Garn (10) zu der Garnaneinan-
derfügungsvorrichtung (43) zu führen; und
ein zweites Einfang- und Führungsbauteil (46),
das angepasst ist, um das Garn (10) von dem
Gehäuse (80) einzufangen und das eingefan-
gene Garn (10) zu der Garnaneinanderfügungs-
vorrichtung (43) zu führen.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de bobinage (7) comprenant:

un guide transversal (74a) adapté pour traverser
un fil (10); et
un tambour de bobinage (73; 73x; 73z) adapté
pour tourner en contact avec un paquet de bo-
bine croisée (80) pour entraîner par friction le
paquet (80), le tambour de bobinage (73; 73x;
73z) comprenant:

deux parties à haute friction (76) formées,
chacune, en caoutchouc ou en résine et
pourvues d’une surface de friction (77)
adaptée pour former une partie d’une sur-
face périphérique extérieure du tambour de
bobinage (73; 73x; 73z), où au moins l’un
parmi la forme de surface et un matériau de
la surface de friction (77) diffèrent de l’autre
partie (75) de la surface périphérique exté-
rieure, une force de friction de la surface de
friction (77) est supérieure à la force de fric-
tion de l’autre partie (75) et la surface de
friction (77) est disposée de manière à en-
trer en contact avec une partie intérieure du
paquet (80) située vers l’intérieur par rap-
port à une extrémité du paquet (80),
caractérisé par le fait que les parties à
haute friction (76; 73x; 73z) du tambour de
bobinage sont disposées de manière à évi-
ter le contact avec les deux extrémités du
paquet dans le sens de la largeur de bobi-
nage et de manière à éviter une position

proche du centre dans la largeur de bobi-
nage du paquet où un fil (10) est enroulé
sans être traversé par le guide transversal
(74a) immédiatement après le début de la
rotation du tambour de bobinage (73; 73x;
73z), et par le fait que la course transver-
sale du guide transversal (74a) est réglée
de manière à inclure et être plus grande
qu’une distance axiale de l’extrémité gau-
che de la partie â haute friction (76) du côté
gauche du tambour de bobinage (73; 73x;
73z) à l’extrémité droite de la partie à haute
friction (76) du côté droit du tambour de bo-
binage (73; 73x; 73z).

2. Dispositif de bobinage (7) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel, parmi les surfaces de friction (77) for-
mées sur les deux parties à haute friction (76), une
distance axiale (76L) entre un point le plus proche
d’une extrémité du tambour de bobinage (73; 73x;
73z) et un point le plus proche d’une autre extrémité
du tambour de bobinage (73; 73x; 73z) est inférieure
à 152 millimètres.

3. Dispositif de bobinage (7) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications précédentes, le tambour de bo-
binage présentant une longueur axiale (73L) d’au
moins 152 millimètres.

4. Dispositif de bobinage (7) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications précédentes, dans lequel les sur-
faces de friction (77) formées sur les parties à haute
friction (76) sont disposées en évitant une position
qui vient en intersection avec une longueur axiale
(73L).

5. Dispositif de bobinage (7) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications précédentes, dans lequel une
concavité et un évidement sont formés sur les sur-
faces de friction (77) formées sur les parties à haute
friction (76).

6. Dispositif de bobinage (7) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications précédentes, comprenant par
ailleurs:

deux segments de maintien de bobine (72)
adaptés pour maintenir de manière rotative les
extrémités d’une bobine (60) pour le paquet de
bobine croisée (80); et
un segment de support (71) adapté pour sup-
porter les segments de maintien de bobine (72).

7. Machine de bobinage de fil (1) comprenant:

le dispositif de bobinage (7) selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications précédentes; et
un dispositif d’accumulation de fil (12) disposé
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en amont du dispositif de bobinage (7) dans une
direction de défilement du fil et adapté pour ab-
sorber la variation de tension du fil (10) entre le
dispositif d’accumulation de fil (12) et le dispositif
de bobinage (7).

8. Machine de bobinage de fil (1) selon la revendication
7, comprenant:

un dispositif d’alimentation de fil (9);
un dispositif de jonction de fil (43);
un premier élément d’attrapage et de guidage
(44) adapté pour attraper le fil (10) du dispositif
d’alimentation de fil (9) et pour guider le fil attra-
pé (10) vers le dispositif de jonction de fil (43); et
un deuxième élément d’attrapage et de guidage
(46) adapté pour attraper le fil (10) du paquet
(80) et pour guider le fil attrapé (10) vers le dis-
positif de jonction de fil (43).
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